In recent years, two-dimensional (2D) Ruddlesden-Popper perovskites have emerged as promising candidates for environmentally stable solar cells, highly efficient light-emitting diodes, and resistive memory devices. The remarkable existence of self-assembled quantum well (QW) structures in solution-processed 2D perovskites offers a diverse range of optoelectronic properties, which remain largely unexplored. Here, we experimentally observe ultrafast relaxation of free carriers in 20 ps due to the quantum confinement of free carriers in a self-assembled QW structures that form excitons. Furthermore, hybridizing the 2D perovskites with metamaterials on a rigid and a flexible substrate enables modulation of terahertz fields at 50-GHz modulating speed, which is the fastest for a solution-processed semiconductor-based photonic device. Hence, an exciton-based ultrafast response of 2D perovskites opens up large avenues for a wide range of scalable dynamic photonic devices with potential applications in flexible photonics, ultrafast wavefront control, and short-range wireless terahertz communications.
INTRODUCTION
In recent years, organic-inorganic hybrid three-dimensional (3D) perovskites have seen unprecedented rapid development due to their outstanding optoelectronic properties such as large diffusion lengths, excellent charge carrier mobilities, bandgap tunability, high optical gain, and nonlinear response along with low-cost fabrication techniques (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) . However, their instability in ambient conditions hinders their large-scale applications (7, 8) . In contrast, 2D Ruddlesden-Popper (RP) perovskites offer far better opportunities compared to their 3D counterparts (9, 10) . Their excellent ambient stability, along with abundant tunable optoelectronic properties and high quantum efficiency, makes them ideal for a range of electronic and optical applications (11) (12) (13) (14) . In recent times, RP perovskites have shown excellent light-emitting diode (LED) performance and desirable photovoltaic efficiency (9, 15) . Moreover, the existence of self-assembled quantum wells (QWs) due to the alternate arrangement of organic and inorganic atomic layers provides an additional relaxation pathway for the photoexcited free carriers to relax back at ultrafast time scales, which makes them a perfect candidate for ultrafast active photonic devices (5, 16, 17) . Since the early days, there has been a huge demand for ultrafast tunable devices, especially at terahertz (THz) frequencies, as they provide tremendous opportunities for a wide range of applications ranging from imaging, spectroscopy, and wireless communication (18) (19) (20) (21) (22) . To achieve unprecedented control over THz waves, metamaterials have been extensively used because of their tunable optical properties through structural reconfiguration (23) . Furthermore, integrating metamaterials with semiconductors offer a unique platform to dynamically control and manipulate the THz waves to investigate the interface coupling effects in the resulting heterostructures (24, 25) .
Recently, many developments have focused on functionalization of the metamaterials by integrating them with dynamic materials like semiconductors (24, (26) (27) (28) (29) (30) , liquid crystals (31) , superconductors (32) , graphene (33) , and microelectromechanical systems (34) , where the intrinsic properties of these metamaterials can be modulated by introducing external stimuli such as voltage bias, optical light, and temperature. Split-ring resonators (35) are arguably the most studied meta-atoms, where, by breaking the structural symmetry, the nonradiative mode that manifests as Fano resonance can be excited (36) (37) (38) . Fano resonance offers a strong-field confinement of electric fields, showing high sensitivity toward the surrounding medium, which makes it a perfect platform for light-matter interaction, sensing (39, 40) , lasing spaser (41) , and slow-light devices (42) . Thus, a strong interaction of dynamic materials with sharp Fano resonances becomes important to investigate the role of quasi-particles such as photoexcited free carriers and excitons in realizing ultrafast control of planar photonic metadevices.
Here, we report a facile ultrafast THz photonic device by integrating 2D perovskites with the THz metamaterial for advanced manipulation of THz waves. The existence of QWs in the 2D perovskite thin film offers stable excitons at room temperature by localizing the photoexcited free carriers in QWs, which leads to ultrafast relaxation of charge carriers. Hence, the synergic relation of this material with scalable metamaterials offer an efficient active metamaterial with enhanced optical features. In this work, we explore the dynamics of free charge carriers and excitons in a pure 2D perovskite thin-film using time-resolved THz spectroscopy (TRTS) measurements. Furthermore, we demonstrate an ultrafast active metadevice using the solution-processed 2D perovskite thin film spin-coated over THz metamaterial resonators for THz applications. Here, we achieve 93% modulation of Fano resonance amplitude, showing ultrafast switching times of 20 ps (i.e., ~50-GHz modulation speed) in the 2D perovskite-based hybrid metadevice, which is extremely fast for the solution-processed semiconductor-based hybrid metadevices. Furthermore, the ease of device fabrication enables layers of large organic spacer cations, which are held together via weak van der Waals forces. The octahedral structure of lead halide leads to the low-energy barrier for the charge carriers, while poor conductivity of the organic spacer leads to the higher energy barrier and thus forms the QW structure. The presence of QWs provide an additional channel to localize the free carriers via exciton formation, which facilitates the ultrafast free carrier relaxation. Figure 1A shows the normalized free carrier excitation and relaxation dynamics in 3D, mixed 3D-2D, and pure 2D perovskite films, respectively, measured using optical pump and THz probe (OPTP) measurement technique. All three perovskite films were illuminated with a 400 nm (3.1 eV) optical pump beam (which is above the energy bandgap of all three perovskites, i.e., E g, 3D = 1.5 eV, E g, 3D-2D = 1.8 eV, and E g, 2D = 2.2 eV) (see fig. S2 ) and with a pump fluence of 750 J/cm 2 . Figure 1A shows the contrasting difference in the free carrier relaxation, where the 3D perovskite exhibits slower relaxation compared to mixed 3D-2D. Swift relaxation in the 2D perovskite film occurs due to the presence of a large number of QWs, where exciton localizes inside the QW structures ( Fig. 1 , B and C) and provides an additional channel for the faster relaxation of free carriers. This unique feature of the 2D perovskite separates it from other solution-processed semiconductors and opens up a new avenue for ultrafast photonics. Note that the potential of the solutionprocessed 3D perovskite integrated with THz asymmetric split-ring resonator (TASR) structures has been previously demonstrated (44) . Similar switching properties in the 3D-2D perovskite system are expected, as indicated by the relaxation dynamics. Therefore, we have further performed an in-depth investigation on the pure 2D perovskite film to use the exciton-mediated ultrafast feature of the photogenerated free carriers to control the THz field by integrating with TASR structures. The architecture of the 2D perovskite-based hybrid metadevice is shown in Fig. 1D . The TASRs are fabricated on the z-cut quartz substrate using a conventional photolithography technique (details are provided in Materials and Methods), where the perovskite thin film (thickness 60 nm) is spin-coated on top of the metallic resonators.
Pumping the perovskite thin film above the bandgap (2.4 eV) with an optical pump beam of wavelength 400 nm (3.1 eV) generates free carriers and excitons. We used the OPTP to unveil the dynamics of free carriers and excitons in the 2D perovskite thin film. In OPTP experiment, the attenuation in peak amplitude of THz pulse is proportional to the real part of the photoconductivity, which mostly arises due to in-phase motion of free electrons with the THz electric fields (45) (46) (47) (48) . The dynamics of THz amplitude change is recorded by varying the pump delay time scanning at the peak of the THz pulse as shown in Fig. 1E . While on the other hand, the photoinduced phase shift of the THz pulse is proportional to the imaginary part of the photoconductivity, which arises because of the out-of-phase motion of free carriers with THz electric field and the polarizability of excitons (45) (46) (47) (48) . The dynamics of the THz phase is mapped out by pump delay time scanning at the zero crossing of the THz pulse, as shown in Fig. 1E . Figure 1E demonstrates the THz electric field pulse transmitted from the unexcited perovskite thin film (blue solid curve) and photoinduced change in THz pulse ∆E(t) at different pump-probe delay times (red and green solid curves correspond to  pump of 1.5 and 20 ps, respectively). For clarity, ∆E(t) is magnified six times. The presence of excitons induces a phase shift in the THz pulse. We calculated the real and imaginary part of photoconductivity by measuring the change in THz amplitude at peak point and zero crossing of the THz pulse, which are shown in Fig. 2 . Furthermore, to illustrate the effect of phase induced by the exciton, we measured the change in THz amplitude at different points on THz pulse by fixing the THz delay at different points as shown in fig. S3 . Figure 2A depicts the free carrier excitation and relaxation dynamics for different pump fluences by monitoring the change in THz amplitude (∆T) at peak point, while Fig. 2B shows the exciton dynamics acquired by monitoring ∆T at zero crossing of the THz pulse, which mainly accounts for the phase shift. For clarity, the graphs corresponding to the various pump fluences are vertically offset. In section S2, we present the THz transient without vertical offset. Free charge carrier relaxation in the 2D perovskite thin film shows an ultrafast recombination time, where relaxation occurs within picosecond time scales ( Fig. 2A) . To understand the relaxation dynamics of photoexcited free carriers and excitons, we fitted THz transient dynamics at different pump fluences using biexponential decay functions [A 1 exp(−t/ 1 ) + A 2 exp(−t/ 2 )] (details are given in section S2), where  1 and  2 represent the time constants for the fast and slow processes, respectively. In free carrier relaxation processes, the bi exponential fit reveals that the initial fast relaxation process is almost independent (~0.2 ps) of the excitation density, while the slow process becomes slower with higher excitation fluence as shown in Table 1 . Because the fast relaxation time ( 1 ) is independent of pump fluence, Auger-and trap-assisted relaxation processes are ruled out. This trend in the time constants reveal that the fast relaxation process ( 1 ) is mainly assisted by electronphonon scattering, as phonon-mediated relaxations are either independent of pump fluence (at medium) or increases due to hot phonon effect at high pump fluence (49, 50) . Similar fluence-dependent carrier lifetime has been observed in graphene (50) and other 2D materials (47, 51) . While on other hand,  2 is attributed as trapassisted recombination, as it increases with pump fluence. An important point to be noted here is that the slow relaxation time ( 2 ) shows the ultrafast recovery, which falls in the range of picoseconds. This ultrafast relaxation arises due to the existence of QWs where free carriers get localized due to quantum confinement and form excitons.
Following the previous studies on transition metal dichalcogenides (47, 51) , to unveil the exciton dynamics in the 2D perovskite, we fitted the measured imaginary part of photoconductivity ( Fig. 2B ) using biexponential decay function and the fitted parameters are shown in Table 2 . The fit reveals that both the decay time constants ( 1 and  2 ) decrease with pump fluence, which implies that the exciton relaxation becomes faster at larger pump fluence. We attribute this as the many-body Auger-assisted recombination, as it highly depends on carrier density and becomes faster with increase of pump fluences.
The optical characterization of the hybrid metadevice was performed using OPTP measurement scheme (see Materials and Methods). The frequency-dependent transmission spectra at various pump fluences are shown in Fig. 3A , which were calculated using normalized transmission,
where E s () and E r () are Fouriertransformed frequency domain electric field spectra of the sample and the substrate, respectively. In the absence of optical pump beam, the transmission spectra exhibits strong asymmetric spectral profile (black solid curve) at 0.7 THz, which is a signature of Fano resonance. Photoexciting the perovskite thin film using the femtosecond laser beam with an energy of 3.1 eV generates free photocarriers in the perovskite thin film that gradually shortens the capacitive gap in the resonators. As a result, the amplitude of Fano resonance starts to reduce with increase in pump fluence and completely switches off at 250 J/cm 2 , as shown in Fig. 3A . To emulate the experimental result, we further performed numerical simulations using a commercially available CST microwave studio software. In simulations, the structure was simulated using the periodic boundary conditions in x and y directions. Aluminum (Al) metal (thickness, 200 nm) was modeled as a lossy metal with a conductivity ( dc ) of 3.57 × 10 7 S/m, and the dielectric constant of the quartz substrate was 4.2. The simulated THz transmission response of the hybrid metadevice for different photoconductivity values of the perovskite thin film is shown in Fig. 3B . Varying the photoconductivity in simulation is equivalent to increasing the pump fluence in the experiment. The photoconductivity values were extracted from the time resolved THz photoconductivity measurements of the bare 2D perovskite thin film for different pump fluences (see section S7).
In addition, we provide the simulated electric field distribution at the Fano resonance frequency (0.7 THz) for different photoconductivity values of the perovskite thin film and are shown in Fig. 3C . When the photoconductivity of the perovskite thin film is zero, we observe high electric field confinement in the capacitive gap ( Fig. 3C ). Further increasing the photoconductivity of the perovskite thin film shortens the capacitive gap, which results in pronounced suppression of Fano resonance amplitude and reduction of electric field strength in the capacitive gap (Fig. 3C ).
Ultrafast switching of Fano resonances
To unveil the ultrafast feature of the 2D perovskite-based hybrid metadevice, we performed the transmission measurements at dif-ferent pump-probe delay times ( p ), and the corresponding THz transmission spectra are shown in Fig. 4A . The photoexcitation of the perovskite thin film instantly generates the free carriers, which rapidly decay back to the steady state within 20 ps (as discussed previously). The charge carrier dynamics of the pristine 2D perovskite thin film for pump fluence (250 J/cm 2 ) is shown in the inset in Fig. 4A , where various time delays ( p ) are marked with different colored dots, and the corresponding transmission spectra are shown in Fig. 4A . The black dot represents the case when maximum photocarriers are excited. These excited photocarriers in the perovskite thin film shorten the capacitive gap of TASR and hence lead to a strong modulation of Fano resonance (black curve in Fig. 4A ). The spectral feature of Fano resonance subsequently recovers as the free carriers relax back to the equilibrium state (green dot in the inset in Fig. 4A ). Figure 4A exhibits the spectral evolution of Fano resonance at different  p , where it can be observed that the complete Fano spectral profile is retrieved within 20 ps.
To quantify the modulation at different pump fluences, we calculated the modulation depth of the Fano resonance amplitude using Fig. 4B ), from the experimentally recorded transmission spectra (Fig. 3A) . We observe a systematic increment in the modulation depth with pump fluences and achieve near-unity modulation (M = 93%) at 250 J/cm 2 . The inset of Fig. 4B shows the contour plot of amplitude modulation of Fano resonance at different pump fluences, where the maximum modulation is achieved at 250 J/cm 2 .
Active flexible metadevice
In recent years, there has been an ever-increasing demand for flexible substrate-based technologies for designing new wearable devices, flexible cell phones, portable solar cells, and biosensors. The ease of the solution-processed 2D perovskite thin film enables the realization of an ultrafast active flexible metaphotonic device. We used the polyimide substrate due to its high flexibility, high thermal stability, and low THz absorption as the flexible platform for the devices. To maintain the simplicity, we fabricated the identical TASR array (similar to the quartz substrate) on the flexible polyimide substrate, followed by spin coating of the 2D perovskite thin film. The measurements were performed using OPTP setup, and the results are summarized in Fig. 5 . The fabricated device architecture along with its flexible nature is shown in Fig. 5 (A and B) , respectively. Similarly, to unveil the ultrafast feature, we further performed THz transmission Table 1 . Time constants of the free carrier dynamics extracted by fitting the THz transient measured ( Fig. 2A) measurements on the flexible device at different pump-probe delay times ( p ). Figure 5C depicts the measured THz transmission spectra at different pump-probe delay times ( p ), whereas inset shows the charge carrier dynamics in the pristine 2D perovskite thin film deposited on the flexible polyimide substrate. Red dot represents the case when all the photogenerated free carriers are excited; hence, we observed strongly modulated Fano resonance (red curve in Fig. 5C ). Subsequently, the charge carrier relaxation to equilibrium state leads to the evolution of Fano spectral feature. Here, the complete spectral feature of Fano is retrieved back within 20 ps, which confirms the ultrafast feature and is identical to the rigid (quartz) substrate results.
Furthermore, we measured Fano resonance modulation by varying the optical pump fluence. The maximum modulation of Fano resonance is observed at the pump fluence of 350 J/cm 2 (red curve in Fig. 5D ), which is slightly higher compared to the quartz substrate (250 J/cm 2 ). This difference in pump fluence arises due to the change in substrate (polyimide and quartz), which results in changing the morphology of perovskite thin film. The device flexibility and performance was further investigated by bending the structures to introduce the curvature in the metasurface, which is denoted by . 
DISCUSSION
In summary, this work unravels the exciton-mediated ultrafast free carrier relaxation in pure 2D perovskite thin films using transient THz spectroscopy. The existence of QWs in 2D perovskites facilitates the ultrafast relaxation of photoexcited free carriers via exciton formation, which aids in realizing the ultrafast THz photonic metadevice. The observed 20-ps switching time (~50-GHz modulation speed) is the fastest for a solution-processed integrated metadevice. Furthermore, the ease of integration of 2D perovskite thin film with the metamaterial fabricated on the flexible substrate opens up a new dimension in terms of applications, especially toward the realization of ultrafast flexible photonic devices. The proposed 2D perovskitebased hybrid metadevice could be an ideal platform to investigate the photon-phonon, photon-exciton, and electron-phonon coupling to explore the fundamental science and design of practical applicationbased devices. The integration of the 2D perovskite with metamaterials offers many advantages in terms of device stability, low cost, and facile fabrication to push the THz applications toward large commercial scale, particularly where real-time control and manipulation of THz radiation, such as short-range wireless THz communication, ultrafast wavefront control, and photodetectors, is required.
MATERIALS AND METHODS

Device fabrication
The hybrid metadevice consists of TASR over which a thin layer of the 2D perovskite film was coated using a spin-coating technique. TASR was fabricated on both substrates (z-cut quartz substrate and polyimide flexible substrate) using standard photolithography. The detailed fabrication process is discussed below. The optical image of TASR with and without the 2D perovskite thin film is illustrated in Fig. 1 (A and B) , respectively. The unit cell of TASR consists of two metallic arms, where one of the capacitive gap (g) is horizontally displaced (x = 15 m) with respect to the other gap to introduce the degree of structural asymmetry (), which is defined as  = ( l l − l r ) _ ( l l + l r ) × 100% , where l l and l r are the length of left and right resonator arms, respectively. The dimensions of the unit cell are depicted in the inset of Fig. 1D .
Thin-film preparation 2D [(PEA) 2 PbI 4 ] perovskite solution was prepared by dissolving their respective precursors in N,N-dimethylformamide (DMF; Sigma-Aldrich) solvent. To obtain 2D perovskite solution, phenethylammonium iodide (PEAI) (62.2 mg/ml; C 8 H 12 IN; DyeSol) and lead (II) iodide (57.6 mg/ml; PbI 2 ; Acros Organics) were dissolved in DMF (Sigma-Aldrich) solvent. 3D perovskite solution of CH 3 NH 3 PbI 3 was prepared by dissolving 27 mg of CH 3 NH 3 I and 78 mg of PbI 2 in 1 ml of DMF solvent, while mixed 2D-3D perovskite solution was prepared by mixing 62 mg of PEAI, 20 mg of CH 3 NH 3 I, and 115 mg of PbI 2 in 1 ml of DMF. All three solutions were stirred at 70°C for 2 hours to get a clear yellow color. Thin films were prepared on the z-cut quartz substrate and the metamaterial structure by single-step spin-coating. All perovskite films were coated at 4000 rpm for 30 s, but the 3D perovskite film was treated by toluene as the anti-solvent on the 25th second of the program to get the uniform film, while no such treatment was performed for the other two films. The 3D perovskite films were annealed at 100°C for 30 min, while the other two films were annealed at 75°C for 15 min. All these steps were performed in a N 2 -filled glove box to prepare the different perovskite thin film. A Bruker AXS (D8 Advance) XRD equipped with Cu K ( = 1.5418 Å) x-ray source was used to collect the XRD pattern. The morphology of the perovskite films was obtained using a Bruker atomic force microscope (AFM). UV-vis absorption spectra of the perovskite films were collected using a UV-vis-near-infrared spectrophotometer (Shimadzu UV-3600).
TASR fabrication procedure TASR was fabricated using a standard photolithography technique. In the fabrication process, initially, the substrate was cleaned using acetone and isopropyl alcohol (IPA). Later, a layer of positive photoresist with a thickness of 1.5 m was coated after drying the substrate at 100°C for 10 min on a hot plate. Furthermore, using a mask aligner, a positive mask that consists of the resonator design was aligned on the photoresist-coated substrate, which was later exposed to UV light after prebaking at 105°C. To develop the pattern, it was soaked in the developer solution. In the final step, an aluminum metal with a thickness of 200 nm was deposited using the thermal evaporation method followed by the liftoff process in acetone to remove the undesired aluminum metal.
Time-resolved THz spectroscopy (TRTS)
The TRTS measurements were performed using the OPTP setup, which includes ZnTe crystal-based THz generation-detection and an optical pump beam to photoexcite the samples. In this case, an optical laser beam with a pulse width of ~35 fs and an energy of 6 mJ/pulse centered at 800 nm with a 1-kHz repetition rate was used for the generation of THz and the photoexcitation of the samples. The beam was split into three parts, where one part was used to pump the ZnTe crystal to generate THz, the second part was used to detect the THz, and the third part was frequency-doubled (400 nm, 3.1 eV) using barium borate (BBO) crystal to excite the 2D perovskite thin film. The 400 nm wavelength optical pump beam has an energy (3.1 eV) higher than the bandgap of 2D perovskites (2.4 eV), which photoexcites the free carriers. The diameter of the optical pump beam was 5 mm, which is larger than the diameter (4 mm) of the focused THz beam to ensures the homogeneous photoexcitation. Furthermore, the time delay ( p ) between OPTP was controlled using a translational delay stage.
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